




















Overview of CPSI Products in Development and Application Areas
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Category Technology
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Brief Description
Supercritical Nitrogen cryoablation device
Rapid delivery of ultra-cold cryogen to destroy unwanted tissues

SCN

GI, Car, N/P

PSN

Car, CA, GI, WH,
MH, N/P

Pressurized Sub cooled Nitrogen system
Next generation cryodevice which uses pressurized sub cooled dualphase cryogen to ablate targeted tissues

Entact™

Car, GI

Thermal protection and monitoring balloon catheter to protect the
esophagus during cardiac arrhythmia ablation (both cryo and heat)

DTA System

Car, CA, GI, WH, MH

FrostBite™

GI

ICEolate®

Car

Thermal
Sensors

CA, WH, MH

CryoInject/
Cryopellets

MH, WH

SensitICERS™

CA, WH, MH

Combination (neoadjunctive) therapies for the pre-treatment
(sensitization) of cancer to assure complete destruction reducing the risk
of reoccurrence and associated collateral damage

ASSIST

DD, BR, T

Multi-use lab research based tissue engineered model which serves as a
surrogate/bridge to accelerate animal studies

SC, CT, CB, DD, Dia

Rapid freezing system for the processing of cells and tissue for clinical or
research utilization

SmartThaw™

SC, CT, CB, DD, Dia

Dry thawing device for the processing of cells and tissue for clinical or
research utilization

CellGuard®

CB,DD,Dia,BP,SC, CT

Cell stress modulation reagent platform to improve the retention and
function of cells in research and clinical settings

RapidCP™

MedTech
BioTech

GI = Gastroenterology
CA = Cancers
DD = Drug Discovery
CT = Cell Therapy
BP = Bioprocessing

Dual Thermal Ablation Device/ System ablate a target tissue
Specialized endoscopic compatible catheter with ablation needle tip for
pancreatic cancer ablation
Specialized series of cardiac ablation probes and catheters for the
treatment of cardiac arrhythmias
A specialized thermal sensing probe platform with integrated and
deployable multipoint thermal couples to monitor an ablation zone
Hand held injection device and frozen sensitization pellets
The device is designed to inject preferred ice pellets impregnated with
molecular or drug agents to enhance tissue ablation

Car = Cardiac
WH = Women’s Health
Dia = Diagnostics
SC = Stem Cells
T = Training

N/P = Nerve/Pain Management
MH = Men’s Health
BR = Basic Research
CB = Cell Banking

